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Class of 2020 with  
Graduate Class of 2021
Friday, the Thirtieth of April
Two Thousand and Twenty One
at Seven O’clock in the Evening
Undergraduate Class of 2021
Saturday, the First Day of May
Two Thousand and Twenty One
at Ten O’clock in the Morning
and Two O'Clock in the Afternoon
The 125th Annual
C O M M E N C E M E N T
C e d a r v i l l e  U n i v e r s i t y
of
Count it all joy, my brothers, when 
you meet trials of various kinds.
James 1:2 ESV
Dear Class of 2021,
One thousand days. For our undergraduates, four years ago, we met together at 
Getting Started Weekend, and there we outlined what your approximately 1,000 
days at Cedarville would be made up of. We celebrated the start of a new, exciting 
chapter in your life. And now, among your family, friends, faculty, and staff, we’re 
celebrating once again. This time we celebrate your achievement of becoming a 
college graduate. For our graduate students, we celebrate your completion of an 
important next step in furthering your career and impact for Jesus Christ.
Think about all of your classes. All of your conversations you’ve had with 
professors who love you and care greatly for your future. All those late nights in 
the dorm with the friends you’ve made at Brock, Printy, and The Hill, to name a 
few. Many, many meals at Chick-fil-A  — maybe some at Stinger’s too. And, of 
course, around five hundred times of gathering together in chapel, singing, hearing 
God’s Word preached, and seeing firsthand how that Word has changed so many 
lives. 
While here, you made friends for life, and some of you met that special someone 
whom you’re going to spend the rest of your life with. For others, it was here that 
you learned what you’re good at — what you enjoy, and are about to embark on 
an exciting vocation. And there are those in this room who by God’s grace, 
experienced the greatest joy of all — repenting of your sins and placing your trust 
in Christ Jesus for your salvation. 
We have experienced many significant milestones together within a relatively short 
period of time. Yet, as Christians, we don’t believe time is something to be trifled 
with, something to be wasted. “Make the best use of the time,” the Apostle Paul 
tells us. That’s what we’ve aimed to do while you’ve been here. We’ve sought to 
prepare you for your vocational calling. We’ve moved to inspire you to think 
deeply through our liberal arts core. We’ve built your experience around a 
community of fellow-believers, whom you’ve lived with, shared meals with, 
enjoyed Alt-Nights with, and gone to church with. 
Above it all, our highest goal with these past 1,000 days has been to set you on a 
trajectory to glorify God in all that you do. Ultimately, that’s all that matters. Our 
hope is that you’ve been steeped in the wisdom of God’s Word here, so that you 
can remain in it and proclaim it when you go out there — to the uttermost parts 
of the earth. 
For our graduate students, you have persevered through your coursework while 
maintaining full-time jobs, family responsibilities, and ministries within your 
church and community. We are proud of your diligence and are confident that 
your hard work will pay off vocationally as well as in Kingdom impact.
So graduates, my encouragement to you on this last day of your Cedarville 
experience is the verse that carried me through my first year here — “Only be 
strong and very courageous, being careful to do according to all the law that Moses 
my servant commanded you. Do not turn from it to the right hand or to the left, that 
you may have good success wherever you go. This Book of the Law shall not depart 
from your mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, so that you may be 
careful to do according to all that is written in it. For then you will make your way 
prosperous, and then you will have good success. Have I not commanded you? Be 
strong and courageous. Do not be frightened, and do not be dismayed, for the LORD 
your God is with you wherever you go” (Josh. 1:7–9).
Come back to see us and know that we will always be here for you, praying that 
you will stand with compassionate conviction for the Word of God and the 
Testimony of Jesus Christ.
In Christ, 
Thomas White, Ph.D. 
President, Cedarville University
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 Assistant Professor of Music and Director of Bands
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 Pomp and Circumstance Edward Elgar
 Brass Choir 
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 Thomas Mach, Ph.D.
 Vice President for Academics and Chief Academic Officer
Welcome Address
 Thomas Mach, Ph.D.
Scripture Reading
 Ephesians 3:14–21
 Janice Supplee, Ph.D.
 Vice President for Marketing and Communications,  
 Dean of Graduate Studies
Commencement Address
 Thomas White, Ph.D. 
 President
Recognition of the Class of 2020
 Thomas Mach, Ph.D.
Presentation of the Master’s and Doctoral Candidates
 Thomas Mach, Ph.D.
**Conferral of Degrees
 Thomas White, Ph.D.
Song: In Christ Alone
 Richard Melson, Ph.D.
 Vice President for Advancement
 Worship Leader
*Benediction
 Paul H. Dixon,  D.D., LL.D., Ed.D. 
 Chancellor
Recessional
 Procession of the Nobles  Nicholai Rimsky-Korsokov
 Brass Choir arr. Keith Snell
Postlude
Please remain in place until the academic  
procession has left the building.
*Congregation standing
**Please hold your displays of support until  































Associate Professor of 
Old Testament
Susan Troth, M.M.
Assistant Professor of 
Worship
Friday ConvocationIn Christ Alone
In Christ alone my hope is found
He is my light, my strength, my 
song
This cornerstone, this solid ground
Firm through the fiercest drought 
and storm
What heights of love, what depths 
of peace
When fears are stilled, when 
strivings cease
My comforter, my all in all
Here, in the love of Christ, I stand
In Christ alone, who took on flesh
Fullness of God in helpless babe
This gift of love and righteousness
Scorned by the ones He came to 
save
'Til on that cross, as Jesus died
The wrath of God was satisfied
For every sin, on Him, was laid
Here, in the death of Christ, I live
There in the ground, His body lay
Light of the world, by darkness, 
slain
Then bursting forth in glorious day
Up from the grave, He rose again
And as He stands in victory
Sin's curse has lost its grip on me
For I am His and He is mine
Bought with the precious blood 
of Christ
No guilt in life, no fear in death
This is the power of Christ in me
From life's first cry to final breath
Jesus commands my destiny
No power of hell, no scheme of 
man
Can ever pluck me from His hand
'Til He returns or calls me home
Here, in the power of Christ, I 
stand
No power of hell, no scheme of 
man
Can ever pluck me from His hand
'Til He returns or calls me home
Here, in the power of Christ, I 
stand
Keith Getty / Stuart Townend
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How great the chasm that lay 
between us
How high the mountain I could not 
climb
In desperation, I turned to heaven
And spoke Your name into the night
Then through the darkness, Your 
loving-kindness
Tore through the shadows of my soul
The work is finished, the end is 
written
Jesus Christ, my living hope
You're my living hope
Verse 2
Who could imagine so great a 
mercy?
What heart could fathom such 
boundless grace?
The God of angels stepped down 
from glory
To wear my sin and bear my shame
The cross has spoken, I am forgiven
The King of kings calls me His own
Beautiful Savior, I'm Yours forever
Jesus Christ, my living hope
Chorus
Hallelujah, praise the One who set 
me free
Hallelujah, death has lost its grip 
on me
You have broken every chain
There's salvation in Your name
Jesus Christ, my living hope
Hallelujah, praise the One who set 
me free
Hallelujah, death has lost its grip 
on me
You have broken every chain
There's salvation in Your name
Jesus Christ, my living hope
Verse 3
Then came the morning that sealed 
the promise
Your buried body began to breathe
Out of the silence, the Roaring Lion
Declared the grave has no claim 
on me
Then came the morning that sealed 
the promise
Your buried body began to breathe
And out of the silence, the Roaring 
Lion
Declared the grave has no claim 
on me
Jesus, Yours is the victory, whoa!
Phil Wickham, Brian Mark Johnson
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  Chair, Department of Music and Worship and 
Associate Professor of Vocal Music
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 Let the spirit of this hallowed place
 Be kindled from above,
 And the joy of serving Christ our Lord
 Increase in Christian love.
 O, Cedarville, your call fulfill
 And to our God be true!
 Then we who truly seek His will
 And come to you
 May learn to shine for Him in all we do.
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The Academic Regalia
The colorful academic regalia dates from the first European universities in the Middle Ages. 
Academic costume has been in use in the United States since colonial times and is 
traditionally used for graduation convocations. The mortarboard is the standard cap. The 
tassel color, as established by an intercollegiate commission, indicates the subject field.
 arts, history, letters, languages ..................... white
 business, commerce ..................................... drab
 communication ........................................... silver gray
 criminal justice ............................................ navy blue
 education .................................................... light blue
 engineering ................................................. orange
 fine arts ....................................................... dark brown
 journalism ................................................... maroon
 music .......................................................... pink
 nursing ........................................................ apricot
 philosophy .................................................. royal blue
 physical education, allied health .................. sage green
 religion ........................................................ scarlet
 science, mathematics, psychology ................ golden yellow
 social work, political science,  
public administration ........................... citron
 doctor of arts ............................................... gold
 doctor of education ..................................... gold
 doctor of pharmacy ..................................... olive green
 doctor of philosophy ................................... gold
 doctor of theology ....................................... gold
The length of the hood and the width of the velvet indicate the level of the degree. The 
doctor’s hood is quite long, has two tails, and has five-inch-wide velvet. The master’s hood is 
shorter than the doctor’s and has three-inch-wide velvet. The bachelor’s hood is shorter yet and 
has two-inch-wide velvet. The color of the velvet indicates the field of study. Blue indicates a 
doctoral degree. Dark brown indicates a Master of Arts degree. White indicates a Bachelor of 
Arts or a Master of Arts degree. Scarlet indicates a Bachelor of Divinity degree or a Master of 
Divinity degree. Yellow indicates a Bachelor of Science degree. The colors in the lining of the 
hood are the university colors.
The gown’s traditional color is black. The distinguishing feature of the master’s gown is the 
tippet sleeve. The doctor’s gown has two distinguishing features. It is cut much fuller than the 
bachelor’s or the master’s gown and has velvet panels on the sleeves, around the neck, and 
down the front. These panels may be black or the color that symbolizes the subject field in 
which the degree was earned.
Some regalia represent academic awards that have been conferred from universities outside the 
United States, notably from Europe. Universities in Europe have not undergone the 
standardization in academic dress that was introduced in the United States. Each European 
university retains the right to design unique and distinctive regalia for its graduates. This 
results in a wide variety of hood and gown colors. The crest of the university may be woven 
into the hood or panels in the gown. Gowns are worn open, and formal attire is worn 
underneath the gown; women wear black skirts and white blouses, while men wear a formal 
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The Class of 2020
Graduate Programs
Janice L. Supplee, Ph.D., Dean of Graduate Studies
School of Biblical and Theological Studies
Trent Rogers, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Divinity
Daniel Isaac Ackerman ##  †
Caden Aaron Andrick ##
Christopher Ryan Bell ##  †††
Nicholas Anthony Boucher
Jacob Abraham Coolidge ##
Adam Vincent Dierker ## †
Zachary Stephen Griffith ##











Steven Lynn Norris, Jr.
Robert Anthony Regazzi
##  Also receiving the Bachelor of Arts degree with corresponding undergraduate Honors
School of Business Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean























Angelia M. Mickle, D.N.P., Dean












































Anita Ama Ampong #
Rachel Eileen Anderson







April Renee Chapman #
Janessa Renee Cohrs **
Jonathan Robert Czyzewski **
Erin Nicole Dickman # *




Sang Yo Kim #
Austin Wade Lail










Michelle Elizabeth Rapier **
Michal Danielle Renihan
Zachary Brian Sahadak **










Jared Michael Vega **
Elizabeth Marie Wandling *
Jae Hyun Woo
Stephen Kobina Yeboah
#   Also completing the Master of Business Administration
Graduation with Distinction
Doctor of Pharmacy students graduating “with distinction” are wearing a gold stole.  Those 
graduating “with high distinction” are wearing a gold stole with blue trim.  A student who earns a 
grade point average of 3.90 or better is graduated “with distinction”; one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.95 or better is graduated “with high distinction.”
Honors Key
*  with distinction **  with high distinction
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The Class of 2020
Undergraduate Programs
Pamela D. Johnson, Ph.D., Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Department of Art, Design, and Theatre
Aaron Huffman, M.F.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Joshua Orinayo Adewole
Shelby Leann Ahlborg ††
Chad Stephen Benninger




Sarah Virginia Harris ††
William Miles Haskins †
Anita Dani Hayden
Luke David Henig ††
Meredith Joy Hinks †
Sara Ann Humphrey †
Lauren Emily Jacobs
Abigail Caroline Krakora ††
Valerie Abigail Link ††
Naomi Rae Lynch
Tamara de Jesus Marques
Benjamin Marc Martin ††
John Minier
Rebecca Paige Murch ††
Nathan Allen Osborne ††
Anna Ruscitti Pizarro
Monica Kathrina Plank ††
Charles Nathan Pomles †




Lauren Ashley Stieferman †
Jackson Collier Swan
Olivia Maria Taylor ††
Isaac Tate Thomas
David Stewart Watson
Micayla Allison Welsh †††
Joseph Andrew Wheeler
Katie Lynnae Wingert ††
School of Biblical and Theological Studies
Trent Rogers, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Joseph Michael Adams ††
Caden Aaron Andrick
McKenna Kate Armstrong
Christopher Ryan Bell †††
Michaela Dawn Brown †
Lindsay Jordan Burt
Jacob Abraham Coolidge
Isaac Daniel Dye †††
Hadley Erin Flener
Zachary Stephen Griffith
Ethan Douglas Hand †
Kennedy Grace Harless
Ryan Jacob Hayes
Joshua Robert Lankford ††
Andrew Garrow McKay
Kelton Theodore Moore †
Benjamin Graybiel Moses †
Joseph Allen Nealis
Sarah Jane Parsons †
Michael Martin Redmond ††
MaKayla Renee Riley
Denise Marie Rollins





School of Business Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Garrett Thomas Agans
Mitchell Henry Anderson †
Katrina Love Baergen ††
Ryan Matthew Ball
Marshal Thomas Bane
Carlos Roberto Barahona Maurer
Joshua David Betcher †
Matthew Edward Biermann †††
Brooke Elisabeth Blattner
Christian David Brandt ††
Joshua William Brown †
Griffin R. Burns †
Nathanael Charles Carr
Caleb James Carrico ††
Jacob Keith Clark
Holly Grace Cochenour
Zachary Michael Cope †






David Daniel Daugherty ††




Rachel L. Epp †
Christian David Ferry ††
Sage L Frank †
Josiah Taylor Garrison
Joel Michael Greenwood
Sierra Ann Hartings ††
Emily Rosemarie Heidenreich †††









Silas Estefan La Borde †
Hannah Grace Lamarco
Andrew Philip Stuart LeMesurier †
David Alexander Mattackal
Timothy Dean-Allen Miller








Cameron Nicole Peek ††
Caleb Anthony Pene
Luke James Petelin
Donald Joseph Petron III
Carlie Alyssa Poole †††
Kimberly Elaine Powell †††
Zachary John Reeder
James Allan Rice †
Elizabeth Anne Robb †
Zachary William Rubosky
Christy Olivia Schloemer †††
Carter Nicholas Selvius ††
Brooke Genée Shedden
Andrew Joseph Sholl
David Stephen Sinkonis †
Robert Joseph Sirko
Luke Christian Smith











Andrew Peter Bitner ††† ❖
Wesley Christian Brooks
Benjamin Edward Chapa †
Zachary Scott Chin †





Sara Renee Grether †
Sarah Guckenberger
Ezekiel Mark Holdeman †
Gabrielle Nicole Holdeman ††
Rachel Catherine Hostetler
Maria Elizabeth Jacob ††
Joshua Daniel Jenks †††
Sarah Grace Jennings †
Julie Renee Krudop †






Jacob Scott Ratliff †
Trent Richard Staats †
Clay Thomas Symington
Elizabeth Christine Telfer †
Matthew Keith Wiebe †
John Devin Young †††
Lisa Ann Zimmermann †
The Class of 2020
Undergraduate Programs
Pamela D. Johnson, Ph.D., Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Department of Art, Design, and Theatre
Aaron Huffman, M.F.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Joshua Orinayo Adewole
Shelby Leann Ahlborg ††
Chad Stephen Benninger




Sarah Virginia Harris ††
William Miles Haskins †
Anita Dani Hayden
Luke David Henig ††
Meredith Joy Hinks †
Sara Ann Humphrey †
Lauren Emily Jacobs
Abigail Caroline Krakora ††
Valerie Abigail Link ††
Naomi Rae Lynch
Tamara de Jesus Marques
Benjamin Marc Martin ††
John Minier
Rebecca Paige Murch ††
Nathan Allen Osborne ††
Anna Ruscitti Pizarro
Monica Kathrina Plank ††
Charles Nathan Pomles †




Lauren Ashley Stieferman †
Jackson Collier Swan
Olivia Maria Taylor ††
Isaac Tate Thomas
David Stewart Watson
Micayla Allison Welsh †††
Joseph Andrew Wheeler
Katie Lynnae Wingert ††
School of Biblical and Theological Studies
Trent Rogers, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Joseph Michael Adams ††
Caden Aaron Andrick
McKenna Kate Armstrong
Christopher Ryan Bell †††
Michaela Dawn Brown †
Lindsay Jordan Burt
Jacob Abraham Coolidge
Isaac Daniel Dye †††
Hadley Erin Flener
Zachary Stephen Griffith
Ethan Douglas Hand †
Kennedy Grace Harless
Ryan Jacob Hayes
Joshua Robert Lankford ††
Andrew Garrow McKay
Kelton Theodore Moore †
Benjamin Graybiel Moses †
Joseph Allen Nealis
Sarah Jane Parsons †
Michael Martin Redmond ††
MaKayla Renee Riley
Denise Marie Rollins





School of Business Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Garrett Thomas Agans
Mitchell Henry Anderson †
Katrina Love Baergen ††
Ryan Matthew Ball
Marshal Thomas Bane
Carlos Roberto Barahona Maurer
Joshua David Betcher †
Matthew Edward Biermann †††
Brooke Elisabeth Blattner
Christian David Brandt ††
Joshua William Brown †
Griffin R. Burns †
Nathanael Charles Carr
Caleb James Carrico ††
Jacob Keith Clark
Holly Grace Cochenour
Zachary Michael Cope †






David Daniel Daugherty ††




Rachel L. Epp †
Christian David Ferry ††
Sage L Frank †
Josiah Taylor Garrison
Joel Michael Greenwood
Sierra Ann Hartings ††
Emily Rosemarie Heidenreich †††









Silas Estefan La Borde †
Hannah Grace Lamarco
Andrew Philip Stuart LeMesurier †
David Alexander Mattackal
Timothy Dean-Allen Miller








Cameron Nicole Peek ††
Caleb Anthony Pene
Luke James Petelin
Donald Joseph Petron III
Carlie Alyssa Poole †††
Kimberly Elaine Powell †††
Zachary John Reeder
James Allan Rice †
Elizabeth Anne Robb †
Zachary William Rubosky
Christy Olivia Schloemer †††
Carter Nicholas Selvius ††
Brooke Genée Shedden
Andrew Joseph Sholl
David Stephen Sinkonis †
Robert Joseph Sirko
Luke Christian Smith











Andrew Peter Bitner ††† ❖
Wesley Christian Brooks
Benjamin Edward Chapa †
Zachary Scott Chin †





Sara Renee Grether †
Sarah Guckenberger
Ezekiel Mark Holdeman †
Gabrielle Nicole Holdeman ††
Rachel Catherine Hostetler
Maria Elizabeth Jacob ††
Joshua Daniel Jenks †††
Sarah Grace Jennings †
Julie Renee Krudop †






Jacob Scott Ratliff †
Trent Richard Staats †
Clay Thomas Symington
Elizabeth Christine Telfer †
Matthew Keith Wiebe †
John Devin Young †††
Lisa Ann Zimmermann †
The Class of 2020
Department of Communication
Derrick L. Green, M.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Laura Jean Bannister ††
Kori Anne Beal ††
Jacob Matthew Bentley
Chloe Denise Bowling †††
Parker Delon Bradley
Karina Marie Brady †††
Carissa Grace Caples ††
Benjamin Jacob Coleman †
Micayla Nicole Cooper
Seth Dillon Dittmer
Abigail Rose Edsell ††
Joseph Daniel Evans
Claire Elise Feathers †
Tayana Lyn Fowler †
Rachel Anne Frye
Micah Andrew Gerber
Gerald Louis Gillis III †
Kristin Stark Hannay †
Nicolas Isaac Heath †
Andrew Christian Herr
Hope Elizabeth Hesterman
Bonnie Sinclair Higgins †††
Grace Madison Hoffman †
Stephen Isaiah Ingis †
Lydia Anne Jacobsen ††
Jacob Thomas Lashuay ††
Ethan James Ooms
Sarah Elizabeth Pennington †††
Anna Renae Petron †
Emily Margaret Pitts †††
Bethany Ruthanne Priest †††
Trevin Reece Rhoades
Abigail Catherine Russell †††
Joshua Tyler Stevens
Daniel Thomas Swank
Caleb Friend Swedeen †††
Julia Morgan Wallenbeck †
Ian Andrew Woodall ††
Delaney Sue Yutzy †††
Erica Nicole Zichi
School of Education
Kevin Jones, Ed.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Micah Sarai Aviles
Savanna Kaye Ball †
Kylie Marie Beste †††
Kathleen Renay Biermann †††
Ashley Taylor Childers †
Grace Lyndia Christiansen ††
Olivia Brooke Coon †
Amanda May Davis †
Danae Grace Dray
Denise Lillian Dykema
Kaily Bree Ellis ††
Lydia Jayne Erb †††
Anna Marie Espling †
Allison Lynn Garlock ††
John Charles Gast II
Christiana Nicole Gilmore †
Hannah Marie Heft †
Darina Maria Herrera Batista
Megan Elizabeth Hess ††
Sarah Grace Imhoff †††
Kaitlin LeeAnn Jarboe †
Erin Nicole Johnson †
Hannah Grace Johnston
Kaitlin Marie Johnston
Hannah LeVey Joiner †
Abby Marie Kebbel †††
Hannah Elizabeth Kilgore †††
Olivia Collins Kundo †
Shannon Marie LaMonte ††
Taylor Faith Leeds
Madeline Alyse Lenze
Hallie Cheyenne Martin ††
Lauren Christen McCartney
Abigail Nicole McCormick †††
Kristen Amanda Nordquist ††
Kayla Eve Pahl ††
Kayla Jennae Prater
Nicole Lynn Reese †
Abigail Grace Roessler ††
Sarah R. Sanders †††
Ariel Rae Schantz †††
Sierra Rae Schuitema †
Amiel Mae Shearer ††
Presley Peyton Shemelia ††
Natalie Diane Steenwyk †
Katie Elizabeth Struble
JoAnn Su
Brooke Ashley Testas ††
School of Engineering and Computer Science
Robert Chasnov, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Science




Daschel Thane Fortner ††







Donald Richard Shade, Jr. †
Nathaniel Zachary Steiner †
Micah Paul Switzer
Noah Dwight Davis Townsend †
Jacob Lee Van Veldhuizen
Philip Michael White †††
Bachelor of Science in  
Computer Engineering
Anson Samuel Allard ††† ❖
Joel Allen Beckmeyer †††
Scott Alan Cushman ††
Daniel Galhanone Garcia †
Jonathan Aaron Kenniv
Benjamin Edward LaChance †
Evan Cole Miller ††
Jacob Anthony Mundell
Daniel Joseph Parker †
Bachelor of Science in 
Electrical Engineering
Brandon Mitchell Blakely †
David James Bogacz









Christopher Thayne Rossiter †††
Joseph Bryan Rufo




Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering
Leah Madison Adams †††
Daniel Beckmann †††
Jared F. Bird ††
Zachary David Bretz †
Michael Todd Brocker ††
Nicholas Camillone IV
Trenton Robert Classen
Jordan Thomas Clingenpeel †††
Logan Andrew Eby
Jeremiah Daniel Edwards
Michael James Fernandez †
Ryan Wayne Foose
Andrew Michael Fretwell
Benjamin Thomas Hickey ††
Brooke Lee Hieronymus †
Mark Raymond Holland
Brianna Dayli Holst ††
Anna Grace Johnson
Kevin Thomas Knox
Geoffrey Charles Koteskey ††
Anna Rebecca Luttenegger
David Josiah McDonell ††† ❖
Jesse Miles Miller
Gabriel Scott O'Neal †
Kristy Louise Parks
Jacob L. Paschall †
Joshua Daniel Payne
Drake Lloyd Pensworth †
Joel David Pensworth
Bethany Rose Putnam †††
Riley Christian Roberts
Matthew George Robinson ††
Paul Anthony Royer †††
Chad Kenneth Schmidt
Stephen James Schoenwald †††
Jeremy Joseph Schultz
Wesley Ethan Shawver




Timothy Jacob Vander Have
Johannes James Vandermeij †
Adam Michael Wannemacher †
Daniel Stephen Waters ††
Alexander Dean Wheeler
The Class of 2020
Department of Communication
Derrick L. Green, M.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Laura Jean Bannister ††
Kori Anne Beal ††
Jacob Matthew Bentley
Chloe Denise Bowling †††
Parker Delon Bradley
Karina Marie Brady †††
Carissa Grace Caples ††
Benjamin Jacob Coleman †
Micayla Nicole Cooper
Seth Dillon Dittmer
Abigail Rose Edsell ††
Joseph Daniel Evans
Claire Elise Feathers †
Tayana Lyn Fowler †
Rachel Anne Frye
Micah Andrew Gerber
Gerald Louis Gillis III †
Kristin Stark Hannay †
Nicolas Isaac Heath †
Andrew Christian Herr
Hope Elizabeth Hesterman
Bonnie Sinclair Higgins †††
Grace Madison Hoffman †
Stephen Isaiah Ingis †
Lydia Anne Jacobsen ††
Jacob Thomas Lashuay ††
Ethan James Ooms
Sarah Elizabeth Pennington †††
Anna Renae Petron †
Emily Margaret Pitts †††
Bethany Ruthanne Priest †††
Trevin Reece Rhoades
Abigail Catherine Russell †††
Joshua Tyler Stevens
Daniel Thomas Swank
Caleb Friend Swedeen †††
Julia Morgan Wallenbeck †
Ian Andrew Woodall ††
Delaney Sue Yutzy †††
Erica Nicole Zichi
School of Education
Kevin Jones, Ed.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Micah Sarai Aviles
Savanna Kaye Ball †
Kylie Marie Beste †††
Kathleen Renay Biermann †††
Ashley Taylor Childers †
Grace Lyndia Christiansen ††
Olivia Brooke Coon †
Amanda May Davis †
Danae Grace Dray
Denise Lillian Dykema
Kaily Bree Ellis ††
Lydia Jayne Erb †††
Anna Marie Espling †
Allison Lynn Garlock ††
John Charles Gast II
Christiana Nicole Gilmore †
Hannah Marie Heft †
Darina Maria Herrera Batista
Megan Elizabeth Hess ††
Sarah Grace Imhoff †††
Kaitlin LeeAnn Jarboe †
Erin Nicole Johnson †
Hannah Grace Johnston
Kaitlin Marie Johnston
Hannah LeVey Joiner †
Abby Marie Kebbel †††
Hannah Elizabeth Kilgore †††
Olivia Collins Kundo †
Shannon Marie LaMonte ††
Taylor Faith Leeds
Madeline Alyse Lenze
Hallie Cheyenne Martin ††
Lauren Christen McCartney
Abigail Nicole McCormick †††
Kristen Amanda Nordquist ††
Kayla Eve Pahl ††
Kayla Jennae Prater
Nicole Lynn Reese †
Abigail Grace Roessler ††
Sarah R. Sanders †††
Ariel Rae Schantz †††
Sierra Rae Schuitema †
Amiel Mae Shearer ††
Presley Peyton Shemelia ††
Natalie Diane Steenwyk †
Katie Elizabeth Struble
JoAnn Su
Brooke Ashley Testas ††
School of Engineering and Computer Science
Robert Chasnov, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Science




Daschel Thane Fortner ††







Donald Richard Shade, Jr. †
Nathaniel Zachary Steiner †
Micah Paul Switzer
Noah Dwight Davis Townsend †
Jacob Lee Van Veldhuizen
Philip Michael White †††
Bachelor of Science in  
Computer Engineering
Anson Samuel Allard ††† ❖
Joel Allen Beckmeyer †††
Scott Alan Cushman ††
Daniel Galhanone Garcia †
Jonathan Aaron Kenniv
Benjamin Edward LaChance †
Evan Cole Miller ††
Jacob Anthony Mundell
Daniel Joseph Parker †
Bachelor of Science in 
Electrical Engineering
Brandon Mitchell Blakely †
David James Bogacz









Christopher Thayne Rossiter †††
Joseph Bryan Rufo




Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering
Leah Madison Adams †††
Daniel Beckmann †††
Jared F. Bird ††
Zachary David Bretz †
Michael Todd Brocker ††
Nicholas Camillone IV
Trenton Robert Classen
Jordan Thomas Clingenpeel †††
Logan Andrew Eby
Jeremiah Daniel Edwards
Michael James Fernandez †
Ryan Wayne Foose
Andrew Michael Fretwell
Benjamin Thomas Hickey ††
Brooke Lee Hieronymus †
Mark Raymond Holland
Brianna Dayli Holst ††
Anna Grace Johnson
Kevin Thomas Knox
Geoffrey Charles Koteskey ††
Anna Rebecca Luttenegger
David Josiah McDonell ††† ❖
Jesse Miles Miller
Gabriel Scott O'Neal †
Kristy Louise Parks
Jacob L. Paschall †
Joshua Daniel Payne
Drake Lloyd Pensworth †
Joel David Pensworth
Bethany Rose Putnam †††
Riley Christian Roberts
Matthew George Robinson ††
Paul Anthony Royer †††
Chad Kenneth Schmidt
Stephen James Schoenwald †††
Jeremy Joseph Schultz
Wesley Ethan Shawver




Timothy Jacob Vander Have
Johannes James Vandermeij †
Adam Michael Wannemacher †
Daniel Stephen Waters ††
Alexander Dean Wheeler
The Class of 2020
Department of English, Literature, and 
Modern Languages
Annis Shaver, Ph.D., Interim Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Rebecca Ann Alexander
Jordan Daniel Beal †††





Joshua Anthony Hartt †
Abbey Leigh Jacobs †
Macey Nicole Kakuk ††
Julia Grace Kicinski ††
Cailyn Marie Krall ††
Angel Renee LaChance
Meghan Ruth Largent ††
Aricka Viann Mitchell ††




Natalia Elizabeth Stout †
Alethea Marie Surland †
Nicole Joy Terrell
Elissa Marie Uithol †††
Ryan Richard Vojtisek †
Olivia Erin Wood
Ella Jill Young †
Department of History and Government








Holly Faith Caldwell †††
Anna Katherine DeFilippo †
Tristan Matthew Eggers
Levi T. C. Hall
Samuel David Harmon
Alexis Rose Maye Hensley
Alexandria Grace Hentschel †
Tabitha Grace Huschilt ††





Erika Joanne Parks †††
William Calvin Plank ††
Addison Basil Skarski
Brandon William Glen Smith
Joshua Aaron Spangenberg
Mark Edward Stadtlander
Rachel Marie Terrell ††
Jack Benjamin Vantress II
Rebekah Jane Wallace
Senia Joy Walton †
Laura Gail Woodman ††
Department of Kinesiology and 
Allied Health





Kelsey Susan Howell †††
Meghan Nicole Jacobs †††
Lauren Marie Lichty †
Michael Austin Marshall †




Anna Elizabeth Beach †
Analice Marie Burd †††
Kip Daniel Burmeister †††
Brooke Danielle Carothers †








Hannah Renae Lord †††
Heather Ruth Lord †††
Erin Marie McCullough
Halee Brooke McPherson †††
Hope Danielle Moore ††
Dawson William Nelson ††
Samuel Thomas Nicholls
Alyssa Michelle Roberts †
Anna Lynn Thayer †
Taylor Ann Williamson
Laura Ann Wright ††
Department of Music and Worship
Beth C. Porter, M.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Isabelle Grace Armstrong †
Caroline June Beckman ††
Ariana June Brooks ††† ❖
Jaclyn May Creaturo
Conlan Chandler Cymbalak ††
Tyler William Dellaperute ††
Jared Evan Dickerson †
Austin Michael Doub †
Brandon Matthew Haynes
Chloé Anne Elois Lance
Macy Alexandra McClain
Bachelor of Music
Leah Pauline Bartlam †
Eugene Leo Fortier
Elaina Vail Hutton ††
Kaitlin Marie Kohler †
Lydia Kathryn Sarver †
Megan Renee Stuart
Bachelor of Music Education
Kearsten Marie Byerley
Elizabeth Lee Ferris
Joseph William Marshall †
Abraham Marcus Portman †
Lauren Marie Fox †
School of Nursing
Angelia M. Mickle, D.N.P., Dean
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Joshua Ray Adkins
Emma Katherine Albright
Cylie Sargent Aronsohn ††
Hannah Gabrielle Atkinson
Alyssa Marie Bach
Victoria Marie Baker †
Naomi Caroline Benton †
Chloe Noelle Bequillard
Donna Micaiah Bergoon †
Isabella Kristine Bierman †
Elisabeth Grace Blank †
Abigail Jean Bradley †††
Mimi Grace Brandon †
Kelly Marie Brown †††
Nathaniel Isaac Brown
Sarah Elizabeth Brown
Stephen Keith Bruce †††
Tiffany Ann Burger
Kristina Johannesen Cater †
Shannon Chi-Wing Chow ††




Addie Farley Dickson ††
Amanda Lyn Dundas †
Kara Marie Eiginger
Amanda Marie Elkin †
Janelle Alise English †
Katelyn Jo Everett ††
Rachel Elizabeth Farynyk †
MaKayla Jean Ferster †
Hannah Gabriela First
Alexandra Paige Frederickson ††
Giselle Brianna Gearhart †††
Priscila Esther Gonzalez Osorio
Faith Marie Gorlich
Alexandria Kay Haddix †††
Emily Joy Harris †
Connor Lane Haynes ††
Elena Joy Hein
Kristen Marie Howell †
Stephanie Joanne Howland ††
Madeline René Huffman ††
Arianna Grace Jackson †
Sarah Elizabeth Johnson †††
Savannah Hope Johnson ††
Brandon Russell Kalb
Anna Elizabeth Keiter †††
Ryan Joseph Kerby
Megan Laura Kimball ††
Hannah Jeanine Knox †††
Nia Johanna Learned ††
Jessica Noel Lent †
Dani-Joy Christine Leonhardt †
Alexis Marie Limbers
Rachel Nicole Lynch †††
Lydia Elizabeth Martin
Joy-Ruth Benny Mathews ††
Kelly Ann McFarlane
Andrew Harold Ross McMillan
Sarah Abigail Miller ††
Victoria Marie Miller †††
Julianna Grace Mitten ††
Breanna Marie Moore
The Class of 2020
Department of English, Literature, and 
Modern Languages
Annis Shaver, Ph.D., Interim Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Rebecca Ann Alexander
Jordan Daniel Beal †††





Joshua Anthony Hartt †
Abbey Leigh Jacobs †
Macey Nicole Kakuk ††
Julia Grace Kicinski ††
Cailyn Marie Krall ††
Angel Renee LaChance
Meghan Ruth Largent ††
Aricka Viann Mitchell ††
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Ryan Richard Vojtisek †
Olivia Erin Wood
Ella Jill Young †
Department of History and Government
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Tabitha Grace Huschilt ††
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Joshua Aaron Spangenberg
Mark Edward Stadtlander
Rachel Marie Terrell ††
Jack Benjamin Vantress II
Rebekah Jane Wallace
Senia Joy Walton †
Laura Gail Woodman ††
Department of Kinesiology and 
Allied Health





Kelsey Susan Howell †††
Meghan Nicole Jacobs †††
Lauren Marie Lichty †
Michael Austin Marshall †




Anna Elizabeth Beach †
Analice Marie Burd †††
Kip Daniel Burmeister †††
Brooke Danielle Carothers †








Hannah Renae Lord †††
Heather Ruth Lord †††
Erin Marie McCullough
Halee Brooke McPherson †††
Hope Danielle Moore ††
Dawson William Nelson ††
Samuel Thomas Nicholls
Alyssa Michelle Roberts †
Anna Lynn Thayer †
Taylor Ann Williamson
Laura Ann Wright ††
Department of Music and Worship
Beth C. Porter, M.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Isabelle Grace Armstrong †
Caroline June Beckman ††
Ariana June Brooks ††† ❖
Jaclyn May Creaturo
Conlan Chandler Cymbalak ††
Tyler William Dellaperute ††
Jared Evan Dickerson †
Austin Michael Doub †
Brandon Matthew Haynes
Chloé Anne Elois Lance
Macy Alexandra McClain
Bachelor of Music
Leah Pauline Bartlam †
Eugene Leo Fortier
Elaina Vail Hutton ††
Kaitlin Marie Kohler †
Lydia Kathryn Sarver †
Megan Renee Stuart
Bachelor of Music Education
Kearsten Marie Byerley
Elizabeth Lee Ferris
Joseph William Marshall †
Abraham Marcus Portman †
Lauren Marie Fox †
School of Nursing
Angelia M. Mickle, D.N.P., Dean
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Joshua Ray Adkins
Emma Katherine Albright
Cylie Sargent Aronsohn ††
Hannah Gabrielle Atkinson
Alyssa Marie Bach
Victoria Marie Baker †
Naomi Caroline Benton †
Chloe Noelle Bequillard
Donna Micaiah Bergoon †
Isabella Kristine Bierman †
Elisabeth Grace Blank †
Abigail Jean Bradley †††
Mimi Grace Brandon †
Kelly Marie Brown †††
Nathaniel Isaac Brown
Sarah Elizabeth Brown
Stephen Keith Bruce †††
Tiffany Ann Burger
Kristina Johannesen Cater †
Shannon Chi-Wing Chow ††




Addie Farley Dickson ††
Amanda Lyn Dundas †
Kara Marie Eiginger
Amanda Marie Elkin †
Janelle Alise English †
Katelyn Jo Everett ††
Rachel Elizabeth Farynyk †
MaKayla Jean Ferster †
Hannah Gabriela First
Alexandra Paige Frederickson ††
Giselle Brianna Gearhart †††
Priscila Esther Gonzalez Osorio
Faith Marie Gorlich
Alexandria Kay Haddix †††
Emily Joy Harris †
Connor Lane Haynes ††
Elena Joy Hein
Kristen Marie Howell †
Stephanie Joanne Howland ††
Madeline René Huffman ††
Arianna Grace Jackson †
Sarah Elizabeth Johnson †††
Savannah Hope Johnson ††
Brandon Russell Kalb
Anna Elizabeth Keiter †††
Ryan Joseph Kerby
Megan Laura Kimball ††
Hannah Jeanine Knox †††
Nia Johanna Learned ††
Jessica Noel Lent †
Dani-Joy Christine Leonhardt †
Alexis Marie Limbers
Rachel Nicole Lynch †††
Lydia Elizabeth Martin
Joy-Ruth Benny Mathews ††
Kelly Ann McFarlane
Andrew Harold Ross McMillan
Sarah Abigail Miller ††
Victoria Marie Miller †††
Julianna Grace Mitten ††
Breanna Marie Moore
The Class of 2020
Anthony Wayne Mummert
Emma Armstrong Mummert ††
Kendall Estella Myers †
Hanna Grace Nocella
Brianna Marie Noller †
Grace Ann Norman
Julia Diane Olsen ††
Dillon Allen Paetow †
Alison Marie Palivec
Lila Whitney Pattison
Bailey Joanne Pitcher †
Carolyn Ann Pottle
Abigail Grace Pullins †††
Cassandra Lee Rakowski
Christiana Lee Rasey †††
Lauren Victoria Ries
Claire Lauren Elyse Rinehart
Ayja LaMae Robinson †
Rebecca Elizabeth Rodney †
Erica Elizabeth Rosner ††
Taela Cathryn Roth




Sarah Elizabeth Smith †††
Priscilla Lalruotkim Songate ††
Juliann Elizabeth Spencer †
Haley LeAnn Spurgeon
Tyler James Sweet
Nathalie Lynn Thompson †
Lilyann Jewel Thurlow †
Meaghan Elizabeth Tipton
Olivia Mikael Troyer †
Shannon Nicole Tyms ††
Storm Thomas Veilleux
Rebekah Amadea Velloney ††
Hayley Ann Venman †††
Alison Camille Vodicka




Kayla Beverly Welch †
Embrissa Leigh Wingard
Rebeka Lynne Woodall †
Hannah Joy Zettlemoyer ††
School of Pharmacy
Jeffrey Bates, Pharm.D., Dean
Bachelor of Science in 
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Ayobomi O. Adefioye
Andrew Steven Barnhart †
Zachariah Charles Bevins †
Luke Christopher Bredeson †††
McKenzie Rose Brittenham
Brandon Michael Christen †††
Jacob Jeffery Day
Cora Lynn Duran
Emma Elyssa Marie Eccher †
Patrick Michael Goodpaster
Alexander Ethan Goodridge
Katelyn Hope Kennedy †








Rachel Lynn Wolthoff †
Department of Psychology





Bethany Anne Carson ††
Chad Daniel Thomas Clark ††
Julie Kay Dyer
Anna Katherine Edwards †††
Madelyn Kate Fawcett †††
Rachael Ann Fuls
Elliott Hudson Gilmore †
Hannah Jayne Ann Hallett ††
Moriah Lee Hardman †
Samantha Joyce Hershberger
Cameron Russell Koch
Gabrielle Ann Longe †††
Alexandra Jane McMurray ††
Abigail Lauren Murray †††
Aubrey Brooke Podnar †
Paige Alison Riebel
Sarah Manuela Shaw Ojeda
Stephen Ross Smithers ††
Brianna Lynn Stangline †
Abigail Rose Stratman †
Joseph Wesley Vitales
Mallory Ellen Waayenberg
Department of Science and Mathematics




Grace Jane Burket †††
Jessica Lynn Czyzewski
Hope Elizabeth Fischer †
Kristopher Allen Gibboney †
MiKayla Renee Hand
Alexis Jenae Heatwole ††
Anna Tarea Kaster
Kristen Renee MacMillan ††
Paige Elizabeth Martin ††
Michael Alexander McCain
Alana Joelle Miller †
Logan Daniel O'Brien ††
Joseph Stanley Petroff †
Abigail Elizabeth Rivas †
Bachelor of Science




Robert William Jarrett Berends †
Kelsy Renee Boyes ††† ❖
Jonathan Allen Bryant ††† ❖
Claire Elise Burton †
Marie Catherine Butts
Eric Joseph Chevrette
Emma Marie Conway †
Paul Peter Coviello
Kaitlyn Alyssa Flint †
David Charles Gibbs IV †††
Stephen James Greenwell ††
Shelby Marisa Hatcher
Elisabeth Hanna Hess ††
Jonathan David Hudson †††
Naomi Joy Kohler ††
Hunter Vaughn Kraynak
Amanda Lucille Lorenzini
Jonathan S. Lun ††
Matthew Scott Macklenar
Ethan Robert Mansfield
Lauren Kay Matson †
James Ford McElroy †
Hunter Matthew Ortiz ††
Marissa Rose Ortiz †
Natalie Sue Phillips
Keyla Renee Redondo †
Miranda Deeann Sams
Andrew Albert Schroer ††
Wesley Nathanael Schwind †††
Alexander Mark Seher †
Jeffrey Michael Smith
Kylie Jo Stoneberg ††
Andrew Charles Testas ††
Jessica Grace Ulloa ††
Aaron Thomas VanGeest ††
Estelle Marie Viaud-Murat ††
Reese Jonathan Watkins †
Department of Social Work





Leah Marie Harper ††
Rachael Karis Jenks
Cassidy Rae Koewler †
Timberly Ann Kreiner †
Rebekah Joy McClain ††
Mikaila Christine O'Keefe †
Kelsea Ragen Penny †††
Joanna Gail Smith ††
Sarah Marie Stricker
Marissa Lynn Thompson †
Abigail Nicole van Esselstyn †††
Chloe Elizabeth Vann
Jessica Lyn Westenberg
Gary Alan Wiggins II †
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Storm Thomas Veilleux
Rebekah Amadea Velloney ††
Hayley Ann Venman †††
Alison Camille Vodicka




Kayla Beverly Welch †
Embrissa Leigh Wingard
Rebeka Lynne Woodall †
Hannah Joy Zettlemoyer ††
School of Pharmacy
Jeffrey Bates, Pharm.D., Dean
Bachelor of Science in 
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Ayobomi O. Adefioye
Andrew Steven Barnhart †
Zachariah Charles Bevins †
Luke Christopher Bredeson †††
McKenzie Rose Brittenham
Brandon Michael Christen †††
Jacob Jeffery Day
Cora Lynn Duran
Emma Elyssa Marie Eccher †
Patrick Michael Goodpaster
Alexander Ethan Goodridge
Katelyn Hope Kennedy †








Rachel Lynn Wolthoff †
Department of Psychology





Bethany Anne Carson ††
Chad Daniel Thomas Clark ††
Julie Kay Dyer
Anna Katherine Edwards †††
Madelyn Kate Fawcett †††
Rachael Ann Fuls
Elliott Hudson Gilmore †
Hannah Jayne Ann Hallett ††
Moriah Lee Hardman †
Samantha Joyce Hershberger
Cameron Russell Koch
Gabrielle Ann Longe †††
Alexandra Jane McMurray ††
Abigail Lauren Murray †††
Aubrey Brooke Podnar †
Paige Alison Riebel
Sarah Manuela Shaw Ojeda
Stephen Ross Smithers ††
Brianna Lynn Stangline †
Abigail Rose Stratman †
Joseph Wesley Vitales
Mallory Ellen Waayenberg
Department of Science and Mathematics




Grace Jane Burket †††
Jessica Lynn Czyzewski
Hope Elizabeth Fischer †
Kristopher Allen Gibboney †
MiKayla Renee Hand
Alexis Jenae Heatwole ††
Anna Tarea Kaster
Kristen Renee MacMillan ††
Paige Elizabeth Martin ††
Michael Alexander McCain
Alana Joelle Miller †
Logan Daniel O'Brien ††
Joseph Stanley Petroff †
Abigail Elizabeth Rivas †
Bachelor of Science




Robert William Jarrett Berends †
Kelsy Renee Boyes ††† ❖
Jonathan Allen Bryant ††† ❖
Claire Elise Burton †
Marie Catherine Butts
Eric Joseph Chevrette
Emma Marie Conway †
Paul Peter Coviello
Kaitlyn Alyssa Flint †
David Charles Gibbs IV †††
Stephen James Greenwell ††
Shelby Marisa Hatcher
Elisabeth Hanna Hess ††
Jonathan David Hudson †††
Naomi Joy Kohler ††
Hunter Vaughn Kraynak
Amanda Lucille Lorenzini
Jonathan S. Lun ††
Matthew Scott Macklenar
Ethan Robert Mansfield
Lauren Kay Matson †
James Ford McElroy †
Hunter Matthew Ortiz ††
Marissa Rose Ortiz †
Natalie Sue Phillips
Keyla Renee Redondo †
Miranda Deeann Sams
Andrew Albert Schroer ††
Wesley Nathanael Schwind †††
Alexander Mark Seher †
Jeffrey Michael Smith
Kylie Jo Stoneberg ††
Andrew Charles Testas ††
Jessica Grace Ulloa ††
Aaron Thomas VanGeest ††
Estelle Marie Viaud-Murat ††
Reese Jonathan Watkins †
Department of Social Work





Leah Marie Harper ††
Rachael Karis Jenks
Cassidy Rae Koewler †
Timberly Ann Kreiner †
Rebekah Joy McClain ††
Mikaila Christine O'Keefe †
Kelsea Ragen Penny †††
Joanna Gail Smith ††
Sarah Marie Stricker
Marissa Lynn Thompson †
Abigail Nicole van Esselstyn †††
Chloe Elizabeth Vann
Jessica Lyn Westenberg
Gary Alan Wiggins II †
































































Jack Benjamin Vantress II
Graduation With Honors
Students graduating with academic honors are wearing a gold cord. A student who earns a 
grade point average of 3.50 or better is graduated “with honor”; one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.75 or better is graduated “with high honor”; and one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.90 or better is graduated “with highest honor.” A student must be in residence at 
least two full years (60 semester hours) in order to qualify for honors.
Honors Key
†  with honor ††  with high honor †††  with highest honor
Faculty Scholarship Trophy
❖  Awarded to the student with the highest grade point average in the graduating class
The following members of the class of 2020 completed these special programs.
































































Jack Benjamin Vantress II
Graduation With Honors
Students graduating with academic honors are wearing a gold cord. A student who earns a 
grade point average of 3.50 or better is graduated “with honor”; one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.75 or better is graduated “with high honor”; and one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.90 or better is graduated “with highest honor.” A student must be in residence at 
least two full years (60 semester hours) in order to qualify for honors.
Honors Key
†  with honor ††  with high honor †††  with highest honor
Faculty Scholarship Trophy
❖  Awarded to the student with the highest grade point average in the graduating class
The following members of the class of 2020 completed these special programs.
The Class of 2021
Graduate Programs
Janice L. Supplee, Ph.D., Dean of Graduate Studies
School of Biblical and Theological Studies
Trent Rogers, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Divinity
Luke Brian Brittan ## †††
Ryan Mackenzie Campbell
Nathaniel James Cotter
Jason Allen Deardorff ##
Van Edward Hertel III ## † 
Bryson Wesley Jackson
Nicholas Andrew Kallis ## †
Christopher Douglas O'Mara
Andrew Leland Peterson ## ††
Sean Thomas Powers
Andrew John Standley ##
Evan Ralph Swanson ## †









Lee E. Elliott, Jr.






School of Business Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean




Daniel James Bequillard II
Alberto Jose Carrión Rodríguez
















Angelia M. Mickle, D.N.P.,, Dean

















































Jeffrey Bates, Pharm.D., Dean
Doctor of Pharmacy
Leno Abraham
Andrea Oluwayemisi Adegoke **
Megan Elizabeth Alt *








Kjersti Elizabeth Fry **
Jacob Edward Grasser
Nicole Genevieve Harper




Ryan Alan Mayer **
Alaura Michelle Meister
















Olivia Rae Van Wyck
Christy Johny Varghese # *
Caraline Claire Watkins
Emily Christine Wicker **
Jonathan Daniel Williams
Jacob Michael Wiseman #
Steven Michael Woodfield *
Shelby Caitlin Wright
Stephanie Anne Wu #
#   Also completing the Master of Business Administration
Graduation with Distinction
Doctor of Pharmacy students graduating “with distinction” are wearing a gold stole.  Those 
graduating “with high distinction” are wearing a gold stole with blue trim.  A student who earns a 
grade point average of 3.90 or better is graduated “with distinction”; one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.95 or better is graduated “with high distinction.”
Honors Key
*  with distinction **  with high distinction
The Class of 2021
Graduate Programs
Janice L. Supplee, Ph.D., Dean of Graduate Studies
School of Biblical and Theological Studies
Trent Rogers, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Divinity
Luke Brian Brittan ## †††
Ryan Mackenzie Campbell
Nathaniel James Cotter
Jason Allen Deardorff ##
Van Edward Hertel III ## † 
Bryson Wesley Jackson
Nicholas Andrew Kallis ## †
Christopher Douglas O'Mara
Andrew Leland Peterson ## ††
Sean Thomas Powers
Andrew John Standley ##
Evan Ralph Swanson ## †









Lee E. Elliott, Jr.






School of Business Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean




Daniel James Bequillard II
Alberto Jose Carrión Rodríguez
















Angelia M. Mickle, D.N.P.,, Dean

















































Jeffrey Bates, Pharm.D., Dean
Doctor of Pharmacy
Leno Abraham
Andrea Oluwayemisi Adegoke **
Megan Elizabeth Alt *








Kjersti Elizabeth Fry **
Jacob Edward Grasser
Nicole Genevieve Harper




Ryan Alan Mayer **
Alaura Michelle Meister
















Olivia Rae Van Wyck
Christy Johny Varghese # *
Caraline Claire Watkins
Emily Christine Wicker **
Jonathan Daniel Williams
Jacob Michael Wiseman #
Steven Michael Woodfield *
Shelby Caitlin Wright
Stephanie Anne Wu #
#   Also completing the Master of Business Administration
Graduation with Distinction
Doctor of Pharmacy students graduating “with distinction” are wearing a gold stole.  Those 
graduating “with high distinction” are wearing a gold stole with blue trim.  A student who earns a 
grade point average of 3.90 or better is graduated “with distinction”; one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.95 or better is graduated “with high distinction.”
Honors Key
*  with distinction **  with high distinction
The Class of 2021 - 10 a.m.
Undergraduate Programs
Pamela D. Johnson, Ph.D., Dean of Undergraduate Studies
School of Business Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Gabriel Adin Abke
Isaiah Bradley Anders ††
Lauren Hope Atienza
James Kendall Barber ††











Owen Reed Cummins †
Dylan James Dixon
Nathaniel B. Doman





Jared David Jaquish †
Joseph Christian Jones †




Kiley Marie Mach †
Nicholas Xavier Marculo
Heather Rose Martin ††
Laura Abigail McKenna
Stephen Alexander Mentzer ††
Corbin David Miller




Christina Marie Penrose †
Jack William Petroff
Adam Taylor Pflederer ††
Madison Leigh Pierce ††
Cameron James Prior ††





Benjamin Paul Sheard ††
Abbigayle Ann Snyder †
Andrea Dennise Soriano
Eric Matthew Trent
Andrew Benjamin Tuttle †††
Thomas Jefferson Tye III







Matthew Edward Ammerman †
Taylor Lauren Ammon
Thomas Edward Ansiel †
Rose Elizabeth Anthony ††
Gabriel Alexander Boggs
Taylor Morgan Booth †
Micah James Buckner †
Natasha Alexandra Camacho †
Joshua William Cizauskas
Sarah Mikayla Cooper †
Noah Charles Davis






Jacqueline Annette Hansen †
Christopher Joe Hile †††
Andrew Lloyd Holsinger
Gerritt Forrest Hoppe
Brandon James Hoskinson ††† ❖
Evan Joseph Hunnemeyer
Alexander Thomas Kidd ††
Anna Noelle King ††† ❖
Spencer Harris Kussmaul




Andr/e/ E. M. Salviano ††





Andrew John Stein †
Noah Baxter Timmons
Andrew Thomas Varner
Caleb S. Whicker ††
School of Education
Kevin Jones, Ed.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Faith Ann Bell
Emerson Frances Rose Burghart †
Abigail Lee Burkholder ††
Abbigail Lynne Carraher †
Emily Nicole Davis †††
Gretchen Ash Davis †††
Rebecca Leigh Dendinger
Tylee Jade Earl †††
Hannah Pollak Ederer †
Liana Jenae English




Ava Ann Hoops ††
Emily Claire Huck †
Stevie Marie Johnting †
Anna Grace Kinsinger †
Kelsey Mei Laing
Sarah Elizabeth Lilly ††
Carina Rose Luiken ††
Mariah Joy Mayse †
Caitlin Mae Mazelin
Ashley Elizabeth Middleton †
Macy Renee Miller ††
Laura Ashley Neer ††
Meredith Louise Nelson †††
Taylor Noelle Noll †
Maya Elyse Norris †
Brittney Faith Oliver ††
Haile Adriana O'Neal
Sarah Elizabeth Paulding ††
Michela Marie Perry ††
Breanna Lea Potts ††
Benjamin Paul Richmond †††
Corey Lynn Rodgers
Hannah Grace Shaffer †††
Courtney Leigh Shandick †
Stella Margaret Slyby †
Kacey Marie Smith ††
Kayla Elizabeth Snyder ††
Madeline Rebecca Stouffer ††
Katrina Ruth Tucker †††
Mackenzie Alyssa Wade †††
Victoria Renea Wick †
Katrina Mae Wiebe †††
Corinne Elizabeth Winsor ††
Natasha Diane Witt ††
Isaac Emerson Wright
Regina Victoria Wright †
Kassidy Lynn York †††
School of Engineering and Computer Science




Jackson Elton Bishop †
Claire Elise Cuddington
Walter Daniel Cuddington
Noah Josiah Duncan ††
Yayira Kafui Dzamesi
Luke Wagdy Giannoutsos ††
Josiah Robbin Lansford †††
Grant Clemente Linville †††
Thomas David Lowry ††† ❖
Cullen Isaac Nash †††
Nathanael Raymond Olander ††
Nathan Christopher O'Neel ††
Jacob Austin Sheets
Joshua Caleb Tarwater †††
Kyle Raymond Tillinghast †
John Paul Frederick Towner ††
Bachelor of Science in Computer 
Engineering
Joel Walter Akers †
Ian Quintin Bolin †††
Richard Hunter Feustel ††
John David Garay, Jr.
Isaiah Michael Higgins ††
Daniel Charles Jacobs ††† ❖
Joshua Michael Kortje ††† ❖
Daniel Jonathan Lively †
Trevor Luke Loula
Daniel Henry Ripperger
Andrew Davidson Ross †††
Luke Robert Schwan
Ian Benjamin Steptoe ††† ❖
The Class of 2021 - 10 a.m.
Undergraduate Programs
Pamela D. Johnson, Ph.D., Dean of Undergraduate Studies
School of Business Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Gabriel Adin Abke
Isaiah Bradley Anders ††
Lauren Hope Atienza
James Kendall Barber ††











Owen Reed Cummins †
Dylan James Dixon
Nathaniel B. Doman





Jared David Jaquish †
Joseph Christian Jones †




Kiley Marie Mach †
Nicholas Xavier Marculo
Heather Rose Martin ††
Laura Abigail McKenna
Stephen Alexander Mentzer ††
Corbin David Miller




Christina Marie Penrose †
Jack William Petroff
Adam Taylor Pflederer ††
Madison Leigh Pierce ††
Cameron James Prior ††





Benjamin Paul Sheard ††
Abbigayle Ann Snyder †
Andrea Dennise Soriano
Eric Matthew Trent
Andrew Benjamin Tuttle †††
Thomas Jefferson Tye III







Matthew Edward Ammerman †
Taylor Lauren Ammon
Thomas Edward Ansiel †
Rose Elizabeth Anthony ††
Gabriel Alexander Boggs
Taylor Morgan Booth †
Micah James Buckner †
Natasha Alexandra Camacho †
Joshua William Cizauskas
Sarah Mikayla Cooper †
Noah Charles Davis






Jacqueline Annette Hansen †
Christopher Joe Hile †††
Andrew Lloyd Holsinger
Gerritt Forrest Hoppe
Brandon James Hoskinson ††† ❖
Evan Joseph Hunnemeyer
Alexander Thomas Kidd ††
Anna Noelle King ††† ❖
Spencer Harris Kussmaul




Andr/e/ E. M. Salviano ††





Andrew John Stein †
Noah Baxter Timmons
Andrew Thomas Varner
Caleb S. Whicker ††
School of Education
Kevin Jones, Ed.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Faith Ann Bell
Emerson Frances Rose Burghart †
Abigail Lee Burkholder ††
Abbigail Lynne Carraher †
Emily Nicole Davis †††
Gretchen Ash Davis †††
Rebecca Leigh Dendinger
Tylee Jade Earl †††
Hannah Pollak Ederer †
Liana Jenae English




Ava Ann Hoops ††
Emily Claire Huck †
Stevie Marie Johnting †
Anna Grace Kinsinger †
Kelsey Mei Laing
Sarah Elizabeth Lilly ††
Carina Rose Luiken ††
Mariah Joy Mayse †
Caitlin Mae Mazelin
Ashley Elizabeth Middleton †
Macy Renee Miller ††
Laura Ashley Neer ††
Meredith Louise Nelson †††
Taylor Noelle Noll †
Maya Elyse Norris †
Brittney Faith Oliver ††
Haile Adriana O'Neal
Sarah Elizabeth Paulding ††
Michela Marie Perry ††
Breanna Lea Potts ††
Benjamin Paul Richmond †††
Corey Lynn Rodgers
Hannah Grace Shaffer †††
Courtney Leigh Shandick †
Stella Margaret Slyby †
Kacey Marie Smith ††
Kayla Elizabeth Snyder ††
Madeline Rebecca Stouffer ††
Katrina Ruth Tucker †††
Mackenzie Alyssa Wade †††
Victoria Renea Wick †
Katrina Mae Wiebe †††
Corinne Elizabeth Winsor ††
Natasha Diane Witt ††
Isaac Emerson Wright
Regina Victoria Wright †
Kassidy Lynn York †††
School of Engineering and Computer Science




Jackson Elton Bishop †
Claire Elise Cuddington
Walter Daniel Cuddington
Noah Josiah Duncan ††
Yayira Kafui Dzamesi
Luke Wagdy Giannoutsos ††
Josiah Robbin Lansford †††
Grant Clemente Linville †††
Thomas David Lowry ††† ❖
Cullen Isaac Nash †††
Nathanael Raymond Olander ††
Nathan Christopher O'Neel ††
Jacob Austin Sheets
Joshua Caleb Tarwater †††
Kyle Raymond Tillinghast †
John Paul Frederick Towner ††
Bachelor of Science in Computer 
Engineering
Joel Walter Akers †
Ian Quintin Bolin †††
Richard Hunter Feustel ††
John David Garay, Jr.
Isaiah Michael Higgins ††
Daniel Charles Jacobs ††† ❖
Joshua Michael Kortje ††† ❖
Daniel Jonathan Lively †
Trevor Luke Loula
Daniel Henry Ripperger
Andrew Davidson Ross †††
Luke Robert Schwan
Ian Benjamin Steptoe ††† ❖
The Class of 2021 - 10 a.m.








Joshua Amon Felde †††
Philip Stephen Gebauer ††
Peter Allen Grinalds ††
Andrew Connor Halverson
Benjamin Daniel Harless †
Katie Nicole Linville †
Jacob David Lysack ††
Lauren Elizabeth Wells ††

















Kaylin Jane Gray †
Joseph Richard Haire ††† ❖




Alex Teodor Istrate ††† ❖
Ryan William Klimek †††
Christopher Michael Landadio
Zachary James LaPearl
Christopher Michael Levering †
Andrew Michael Luiken
Ethan Chet Manley †




Richard Robert Nyquist †††








Christopher James Tsibouris ††
Jonathan Loren Ullom
Daniel Jacob Robert Urban †





Hannah Muting Yannie †
School of Nursing
Angelia M. Mickle, D.N.P., Dean
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Eliana Faith Abke †
Shelby Isabelle Abke †
Blake M. Ackerman
Gabriella Hope Armentrout †
McKaylalynn Dora Bauer
Charity Joelle Biddle ††
Jillian M. Black †
Miranda Mae Bobst
Hannah Hope Burkholder ††
Corinne Elana Chadwell †
Elysa Dora Cherubin †
Christe Marie Christensen †
Nicole Ann Clark †
Ciarra Marie Cooper
Ashley Carolyn Cope †
Mary-Catherine Couch
Angela Kathleen Cross
Elise Marie Davis †
Lia Frances DeCoste ††
Melinda Noelle Deel †††
Paige Margaret DeHaven
James Justin Sang Dent
Olivia Grace Deyaert †
Megan Lee Duddy ††
Kelli Elizabeth Duffus ††
Abigail Marie Dye ††
Emma Kathryn Ellens †
Jordan Matthew Ernst ††
Joanna Grace Finley †††
Erika Katherine Foucht †
Olivia J. Fournier †
Ana Rute Frank ††
Ariana Grace Frueh †
Torrey Paige Gee †††
Ryan Thomas Gerhart
Daniel Earl Graeff †††
Victoria Diane Grimes †
Sarah Katherine Groh ††
Chandler Ashton Gross
Joshua Luis Guaita






Heather Madison Hicks †††
Grace Electa Hinckley †




Madeline Brielle Hurst ††† ❖
Leanne Destiny Hyatt †
Hannah Elizabeth Keeton
Sierra Lauryn Keller ††
Alyssa Kylin Kidwell †
Zayne Braxton Klaski
Janelle Marie Kovacs
Eva Corinne Kramer ††
Emily Ruth Kroger ††
Emily Rachel Kuhn †††
Savannah Elizabeth Lindsey †
Addalyn Jean Love
Abigail F. Luiken †
Emma Lemay Luman ††
Valeryia Malashevich
Madelaine Marie Martens †
Makenna Brooke Mason †





Hannah Elizabeth Melson †
Lindsey Eliane Milby †††
Hayleigh Newman Milholland ††
Katelyn Elizabeth Miller †††
Rebecca Diane Miller ††
Taylor Marie Mock †
Heather Ashley Mungons †
Joshua Jon Niemi
Margaret Elizabeth Penner †
Kristina Renee Petersen
Mia Alessandra Printz ††
Lydia Elyse Quandt ††
Catherine Rachel †
Rachel Rose Ratcliffe
Abby Joy Reed ††
Coby Thomas Roseman
Abigail Leigh Ruhlmann
Danielle Jann Sareno ††
Catherine Isabelle Savage ††
Isabella Rose Schaffer †
Savanna Rose Schaurer †††




Ingrid Anne Seeland ††
Rachel Noel Shaffer ††
Elizabeth Nicole Shinabarger
Emily Sinclair Smisek †††
Brooke Noel Smith †
Emma Madelyn Smith ††
Sophia Lora Smith †††
Julia Anne Stahlnecker
Bobby Mae Stebbings †††
Eliana Cherie Tallman ††
Christopher Michael Tenhundfeld
Hannah Maria Timmons †
Jonathan Mark Tomlinson
Allison Joy Turnbull †
Olivia Kathleen Varga †
Grace Elizabeth Watkins †††
Cassidy Leigh Wilkinson
Taryn Danielle Williamson ††
Katelyn Michelle Wolfe †
Wynndelle Fiona Woodhouse ††





Skyler Joshua Bevers Cash †† Abigail Joy Shaffer ††
The Class of 2021 - 10 a.m.
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Kaylin Jane Gray †
Joseph Richard Haire ††† ❖




Alex Teodor Istrate ††† ❖
Ryan William Klimek †††
Christopher Michael Landadio
Zachary James LaPearl
Christopher Michael Levering †
Andrew Michael Luiken
Ethan Chet Manley †




Richard Robert Nyquist †††








Christopher James Tsibouris ††
Jonathan Loren Ullom
Daniel Jacob Robert Urban †





Hannah Muting Yannie †
School of Nursing
Angelia M. Mickle, D.N.P., Dean
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Eliana Faith Abke †
Shelby Isabelle Abke †
Blake M. Ackerman
Gabriella Hope Armentrout †
McKaylalynn Dora Bauer
Charity Joelle Biddle ††
Jillian M. Black †
Miranda Mae Bobst
Hannah Hope Burkholder ††
Corinne Elana Chadwell †
Elysa Dora Cherubin †
Christe Marie Christensen †
Nicole Ann Clark †
Ciarra Marie Cooper
Ashley Carolyn Cope †
Mary-Catherine Couch
Angela Kathleen Cross
Elise Marie Davis †
Lia Frances DeCoste ††
Melinda Noelle Deel †††
Paige Margaret DeHaven
James Justin Sang Dent
Olivia Grace Deyaert †
Megan Lee Duddy ††
Kelli Elizabeth Duffus ††
Abigail Marie Dye ††
Emma Kathryn Ellens †
Jordan Matthew Ernst ††
Joanna Grace Finley †††
Erika Katherine Foucht †
Olivia J. Fournier †
Ana Rute Frank ††
Ariana Grace Frueh †
Torrey Paige Gee †††
Ryan Thomas Gerhart
Daniel Earl Graeff †††
Victoria Diane Grimes †
Sarah Katherine Groh ††
Chandler Ashton Gross
Joshua Luis Guaita






Heather Madison Hicks †††
Grace Electa Hinckley †




Madeline Brielle Hurst ††† ❖
Leanne Destiny Hyatt †
Hannah Elizabeth Keeton
Sierra Lauryn Keller ††
Alyssa Kylin Kidwell †
Zayne Braxton Klaski
Janelle Marie Kovacs
Eva Corinne Kramer ††
Emily Ruth Kroger ††
Emily Rachel Kuhn †††
Savannah Elizabeth Lindsey †
Addalyn Jean Love
Abigail F. Luiken †
Emma Lemay Luman ††
Valeryia Malashevich
Madelaine Marie Martens †
Makenna Brooke Mason †





Hannah Elizabeth Melson †
Lindsey Eliane Milby †††
Hayleigh Newman Milholland ††
Katelyn Elizabeth Miller †††
Rebecca Diane Miller ††
Taylor Marie Mock †
Heather Ashley Mungons †
Joshua Jon Niemi
Margaret Elizabeth Penner †
Kristina Renee Petersen
Mia Alessandra Printz ††
Lydia Elyse Quandt ††
Catherine Rachel †
Rachel Rose Ratcliffe
Abby Joy Reed ††
Coby Thomas Roseman
Abigail Leigh Ruhlmann
Danielle Jann Sareno ††
Catherine Isabelle Savage ††
Isabella Rose Schaffer †
Savanna Rose Schaurer †††




Ingrid Anne Seeland ††
Rachel Noel Shaffer ††
Elizabeth Nicole Shinabarger
Emily Sinclair Smisek †††
Brooke Noel Smith †
Emma Madelyn Smith ††
Sophia Lora Smith †††
Julia Anne Stahlnecker
Bobby Mae Stebbings †††
Eliana Cherie Tallman ††
Christopher Michael Tenhundfeld
Hannah Maria Timmons †
Jonathan Mark Tomlinson
Allison Joy Turnbull †
Olivia Kathleen Varga †
Grace Elizabeth Watkins †††
Cassidy Leigh Wilkinson
Taryn Danielle Williamson ††
Katelyn Michelle Wolfe †
Wynndelle Fiona Woodhouse ††





Skyler Joshua Bevers Cash †† Abigail Joy Shaffer ††
The Class of 2021 - 2 p.m.
School of Biblical and Theological Studies
Trent Rogers, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Shane Michael Annarumo
Chelsea Hannah Baker †††
Autumn Ann Blackford




Tanner Michael Kunz †††
Christina Alkmini Macris †††
Lydia Grace Nordquist ††
Francis Michael Punzi III
Jake Theodore Ringstrand ††
Aaron David Robinson †††
Bethany Joy Sullivan †
Elisabeth Jaye Swain
Emily Rose Winchester ††
Alexis Carlie Wolf
Isaac Joseph Wood ††
Department of Communication




Lorin Elizabeth Barnes †
Jessica Lynn Barton †††
Sarah Ashley Bean ††
Victoria Rose Butanis
Emily Ann Carson ††
Caitlyn Elyssa Clontz
Alyssa Denae Cole †
Micah Lee Combs †
Sarah Elizabeth Doddridge
Allie Caroline Eybers






Madison Hope Greathouse †
Nicole Jean Hackett †††
Daniel Stephen Heath
Sarah Michelle Igleheart †
David Christopher Kenyon ††
Drew Nathanael Kratche
Tessa Annelise Landrum †††
Katherine Teresa Macchia †
Emily Michelle Massey
Marlee Hope Maynard ††
Catherine Elizabeth McGill †††
Lauren Elizabeth McGuire †
Shelby Sarah McGuire ††
Sophia Grace Norden †
Noah Matthew Orme
Julia Mason Patterson
Hayden Obadiah Prescott †
Lauren Debra Ryan
Christian Alba Sarmiento
Lauren Ashley Simmons ††
Kayla Jessica Stanley
Seth Tyler Tew †
Emma Ruth Van Veldhuizen †††
Mikayla Mei Veness
Alexzandrya Niquole Vissing †
Jeremiah David Vroegop †††
Aaron Martin Weiss
Amy Antonia Wikrent
Kaileigh Hannah Willis ††
Department of English, Literature, and  
Modern Languages
Annis Shaver, Ph.D., Interim Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Matthew Bryce Allen †††
Lindsey Josephina Bishop ††† ❖
Jonathan Richard Carson
Anna Marie Cramblett †
Stephanie Robin Dickson
Kristen Michelle Doyle
Emma Maree Foster †
Grace Violet Hotz ††
Kaylee Morgan Hunt
Anna Grace Jennings
Hannah Ruth Kahn †††
Kassandra Lynette Kirsch
Kristin Anna Lee †††
Ian Andrew MacPhail-Fausey †
Kelsey Grace Matthews †††
Joslyn Noelle Miller ††
Katherine Rose Miller †††




Olivia Dorothy Peak ††
Ashley Nicole Riddle †
Julia Nicole Schultz †
Caleb Thomas Shepherd
School of Allied Health
Evan V. Hellwig, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Johnathon Anthony Adelhardt †
Zachary Park Ashley
Madeline Rose Barnes †
Joshua Caleb Bundy ††
Gabriel James Gerbrandt
Stephan Edward Graham ††
Alexea Nicole Groters †
David Daniel Jacques †††
Amanda Grace Merrell †
Ryan Lee Rager †
Madison Michaela Roberts
Dane Richard Secor
Ellen Marie Smith ††
Nathan Thomas Wicker †
Bachelor of Science
Samuel Kenneth Allex ††
Nathaniel Jacob Arnold
Stephen Lee Bailey ††
Sophie Megan Brown ††
Noah Benjamin Bult
Lindsey Grace Clark †††
Megan Renee Coates
Maegan Nicole Cropsey †††
Abigail Mae Forbes
Meghan Eve Gallogly
Brendan James Geist †
Hannah Mae Haines †††
Emily Michelle Harris ††
Jenna Marie Hedlund ††
Emma Caroline Hill ††
Emily Elizabeth Mattocks ††† ❖
Anya B. McCray
Liene Ilze Miller
Maxwell Jackson Miller †
Kurt Phillip Schroeder
Rachel Whitney Wiggins †
Michael Jarrod Williamson †
Department of Art, Design, and Theatre
Aaron Huffman, M.F.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Isaac Francisco Ayala
Emily Suzanne Bader †††
Lukas Wayne Benson
Lauren Rose Bernhardt
Katherine Anastasia Bisel †††
Teagen Eliese Bolin ††
Timothy Ryan Brewster ††
Meghan Ellen Burns
Luke James Custer †
Luke Elliott Denen †
Brooks Samuel Dibble
Holly Joyce Diehl ††
Alexandra Lyn French †
Nathan Harrison Frey
Joelle Chen Gallardo †††
Autumn Paige Geer
Samantha Lacy Gibbs ††
Avery Ann Graham †††
Jonathon Albert Grunenwald †††
Jonah Griffin Hamby
Blake Michael Hansher †††
Erin Sue Harris †
Courtland Meade Hendershot
Jackson Rambo Hoshiko
Rachel Marie Ingram †††




Nathanael Thomas Knowlton †
Noelle Kristine Lansford †
Laura Elizabeth Lasich †††
Nathan Allen Lloyd †
Alexis Marie Long ††
Nicholas Timothy Mahek
John Caleb Mathews †
Isaiah Jonathan May
Grace Annalyn McCoy †
Micah James McKanna †††
Ahna Marie Mellinger †
Parker Len Musick
Kari Danielle Nupson ††
Beth Marie Oldham
Alexandra Nicole Paris ††




Julia Faith Schantz †††
Olivia Joy Shake †
Isiah Shannon
Alayna Elizabeth Skurdal
Jessica Kate St. Onge †
Caleb Ryan Stover †
Zhiyuan Sun




The Class of 2021 - 2 p.m.
School of Biblical and Theological Studies
Trent Rogers, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Shane Michael Annarumo
Chelsea Hannah Baker †††
Autumn Ann Blackford




Tanner Michael Kunz †††
Christina Alkmini Macris †††
Lydia Grace Nordquist ††
Francis Michael Punzi III
Jake Theodore Ringstrand ††
Aaron David Robinson †††
Bethany Joy Sullivan †
Elisabeth Jaye Swain
Emily Rose Winchester ††
Alexis Carlie Wolf
Isaac Joseph Wood ††
Department of Communication




Lorin Elizabeth Barnes †
Jessica Lynn Barton †††
Sarah Ashley Bean ††
Victoria Rose Butanis
Emily Ann Carson ††
Caitlyn Elyssa Clontz
Alyssa Denae Cole †
Micah Lee Combs †
Sarah Elizabeth Doddridge
Allie Caroline Eybers






Madison Hope Greathouse †
Nicole Jean Hackett †††
Daniel Stephen Heath
Sarah Michelle Igleheart †
David Christopher Kenyon ††
Drew Nathanael Kratche
Tessa Annelise Landrum †††
Katherine Teresa Macchia †
Emily Michelle Massey
Marlee Hope Maynard ††
Catherine Elizabeth McGill †††
Lauren Elizabeth McGuire †
Shelby Sarah McGuire ††
Sophia Grace Norden †
Noah Matthew Orme
Julia Mason Patterson
Hayden Obadiah Prescott †
Lauren Debra Ryan
Christian Alba Sarmiento
Lauren Ashley Simmons ††
Kayla Jessica Stanley
Seth Tyler Tew †
Emma Ruth Van Veldhuizen †††
Mikayla Mei Veness
Alexzandrya Niquole Vissing †
Jeremiah David Vroegop †††
Aaron Martin Weiss
Amy Antonia Wikrent
Kaileigh Hannah Willis ††
Department of English, Literature, and  
Modern Languages
Annis Shaver, Ph.D., Interim Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Matthew Bryce Allen †††
Lindsey Josephina Bishop ††† ❖
Jonathan Richard Carson
Anna Marie Cramblett †
Stephanie Robin Dickson
Kristen Michelle Doyle
Emma Maree Foster †
Grace Violet Hotz ††
Kaylee Morgan Hunt
Anna Grace Jennings
Hannah Ruth Kahn †††
Kassandra Lynette Kirsch
Kristin Anna Lee †††
Ian Andrew MacPhail-Fausey †
Kelsey Grace Matthews †††
Joslyn Noelle Miller ††
Katherine Rose Miller †††




Olivia Dorothy Peak ††
Ashley Nicole Riddle †
Julia Nicole Schultz †
Caleb Thomas Shepherd
School of Allied Health
Evan V. Hellwig, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Johnathon Anthony Adelhardt †
Zachary Park Ashley
Madeline Rose Barnes †
Joshua Caleb Bundy ††
Gabriel James Gerbrandt
Stephan Edward Graham ††
Alexea Nicole Groters †
David Daniel Jacques †††
Amanda Grace Merrell †
Ryan Lee Rager †
Madison Michaela Roberts
Dane Richard Secor
Ellen Marie Smith ††
Nathan Thomas Wicker †
Bachelor of Science
Samuel Kenneth Allex ††
Nathaniel Jacob Arnold
Stephen Lee Bailey ††
Sophie Megan Brown ††
Noah Benjamin Bult
Lindsey Grace Clark †††
Megan Renee Coates
Maegan Nicole Cropsey †††
Abigail Mae Forbes
Meghan Eve Gallogly
Brendan James Geist †
Hannah Mae Haines †††
Emily Michelle Harris ††
Jenna Marie Hedlund ††
Emma Caroline Hill ††
Emily Elizabeth Mattocks ††† ❖
Anya B. McCray
Liene Ilze Miller
Maxwell Jackson Miller †
Kurt Phillip Schroeder
Rachel Whitney Wiggins †
Michael Jarrod Williamson †
Department of Art, Design, and Theatre
Aaron Huffman, M.F.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Isaac Francisco Ayala
Emily Suzanne Bader †††
Lukas Wayne Benson
Lauren Rose Bernhardt
Katherine Anastasia Bisel †††
Teagen Eliese Bolin ††
Timothy Ryan Brewster ††
Meghan Ellen Burns
Luke James Custer †
Luke Elliott Denen †
Brooks Samuel Dibble
Holly Joyce Diehl ††
Alexandra Lyn French †
Nathan Harrison Frey
Joelle Chen Gallardo †††
Autumn Paige Geer
Samantha Lacy Gibbs ††
Avery Ann Graham †††
Jonathon Albert Grunenwald †††
Jonah Griffin Hamby
Blake Michael Hansher †††
Erin Sue Harris †
Courtland Meade Hendershot
Jackson Rambo Hoshiko
Rachel Marie Ingram †††




Nathanael Thomas Knowlton †
Noelle Kristine Lansford †
Laura Elizabeth Lasich †††
Nathan Allen Lloyd †
Alexis Marie Long ††
Nicholas Timothy Mahek
John Caleb Mathews †
Isaiah Jonathan May
Grace Annalyn McCoy †
Micah James McKanna †††
Ahna Marie Mellinger †
Parker Len Musick
Kari Danielle Nupson ††
Beth Marie Oldham
Alexandra Nicole Paris ††




Julia Faith Schantz †††
Olivia Joy Shake †
Isiah Shannon
Alayna Elizabeth Skurdal
Jessica Kate St. Onge †
Caleb Ryan Stover †
Zhiyuan Sun




The Class of 2021 - 2 p.m.
Keilah Sue Tawney †††
Sarah Anne Trigg
Karlie Elaine Ward
Teresa Alice Mae Welcome ††
Department of History and Government
Mark Caleb Smith, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Emily Marie Aubrey †
Noah Heath Augustus
Kyle William Brewer ††† ❖
Jathan Wayne Clark
Deborah Anna Curran †††
Benjamin Paul Deeter ††
Fred Julius Doberstein III ††
Virginia Kinsley Erlanson †
Isaiah Charles Erway
Matthew Thomas Flemm





Justin Timothy Hoover †
Jake Palmer Johnson †††
Jebediah Mark Johnson
Lydia Jeanne Lake †
Elizabeth Soh-Won Lee
Andrew Harrison Moore
William Wayne Naegeli III †
Austin Tyler Patterson
Ethan Robert Porrett
Kevin Paul Reep †
Alec Kade Setness ††






Katelyn Marie Winter †
Evangeline Marie Wismer †
Evan Brady Woodall †
Emma Kate Zeilenga †††
Department of Music and Worship




Isabella Elise Figueroa ††
Vanessa Victoria Gray
Benjamin Lee Knudson †
Juan Antonio Muñoz
Mackensie Taylor Prosser
Emilie Joan Schulze ††
Kyle Bradley Semmelroth
Benjamin Michael Smith †
Jacy Ann Stahlhut †††




Landon Kane Cina ††
Elizabeth Grace Dunkel †
Wright Langdon Harvey †
Silas Anthony Rea ††
Chloe Aldona Sodonis †††
Brienna Faith Weigner †
Bachelor of Music Education
Emily Ann Brubaker ††† ❖




Jeffrey Bates, Pharm.D., Dean
Bachelor of Science in  
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Kimberly Michelle Acevedo
Katelynn Nicole Allwood †
Kyrie Eleyson Renee Baden †††
Zachariah James Byrum †
Sutherlin Gaye Calhoun
Braden Thomas Cowell ††
Jolie H. Elzahaby ††
Amy Michelle Fohner ††
Ye Eun Kim
Zachary Austin Koehler
Haylee Marie Moser †
Nguyen Duc Nguyen †††
Katriona Joy Peterson
Anna Rose Petroff
Rachel Elizabeth Sweeney ††† ❖
Gabriel Justice Thomas †††
David Alan Vance
Rachel Christine Winters †††
Logan Wright
Department of Psychology




Sierra Kay Chambers ††
Kaziah Mao Xiao Lian Conrad
Corinna Brittany Cooper †
Alexandra Nicole Davidson †††
Zach Nathaniel Dempsey
Hannah Corinne Dobmeier ††
Lauren Marie Ellis ††
Madison Karah Ensign
Kayley Priscilla Evans
Holly Renee Frederick †††
Philip James Gusmano
Daniel Scott Jagod
Victoria Rose Lowe †
Kylie Nicole O'Brien †
Ozichukwu Deborah Ojukwu ††
Shawn Kenneth Ross †









Department of Science and Mathematics
Mark McClain, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Keith Nicholas Baird †
Abeth Job Baskar
Eleanora Hilde Burrows ††
Ryan Stephen Coffman
Mary Katharine Collins †
Noah Patrick Errichetti
Rachelle Elise Everswick †††
Yimiao Luo †
Zachary James McConnell †
Victoria Janet Morris
Noah Austin Parker †††
Anna Lee Rowell †††
Noah James Schleinitz †
Lecta Anna Kathryn Shade ††
Montgomery Lane Thayer




Nathan Elijah Adam ††† ❖
Leah Christine Anderton †††
Sean Robert Ball
Breanna Joy Beers ††† ❖
Jonathan Aurel Builta †
Mallory Rose Cook ††
Shelby Elizabeth Cornelius ††
Hannah Lynn Day
Benjamin Riley Dunning †
Kenan Crosby Estes †
Emily Grace Fitts ††
Levi Hoffman Fox †††
Katherine Grace Fry †
Riley Richard Funk †
Adrianna Lauren Gardilcic
Joanna Lee Gibson
Benjamin Michael Giffen †††
Makayla Renee Gwinn †††
Fabio Moises Herrera
Michael Benjamin Hiett †††
Ashlyn Marie Huffman †††
Andrew Thomas Koenig †
Nathan Richard Lamb †††
Maria Mae LeFaive ††
Lauren Rose Lightbody †††
Allison Grace McClean ††
Kristina Gabrielle Mills
Andrew Bryant Minnich †
Sara Anne Mitchell †††
Ty Allen Moore †
Molly Anne Moses
Renee Elizabeth Pace ††
Joshua Andrew Peterson ††




Olivia Anne Smith ††
Kurt Tyler Speed
Kyle Alexander Stevenson
Ryan Todd Stikeleather †††
Paul Alexander Trimble †
Anna Joelle Ward ††
Lydia Joy Watson
Joanna Marie Weidensee †
Jamie Leanne Weinhold ††
Stuart Timothy White ††
Jordan Ray Whittles †††
Allison Marie Wise ††
Abigail Susan Woolverton
Brynna Earlynn Zellner
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Department of Social Work
Michael E. Sherr, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Science
Chloe Marie Boucher ††
Ruth Brouwer †††
Magalie Joy Zhen Chapman ††




Emily Danielle Katter †
Katie Joy Kneeland
Bethany Rose Marcolesco ††
Mackenzie Lynn Mynhier
Hayley Rene Penrose †
Sunila Ritika Rueb †
Anna Keeley Wildermuth †
School of Business Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts





























































Students graduating with academic honors are wearing a gold cord. A student who earns a 
grade point average of 3.50 or better is graduated “with honor”; one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.75 or better is graduated “with high honor”; and one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.90 or better is graduated “with highest honor.” A student must be in residence at 
least two full years (60 semester hours) in order to qualify for honors.
Honors Key
† with honor †† with high honor ††† with highest honor
The following members of the class of 2021 completed these special programs.
Faculty Scholarship Trophy
❖     Awarded to the student with the highest grade point average in the graduating class
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The University Seal
Adopted in 1894, the seal reflects the commitment of 
the first Board of Trustees to the cause of Christ. 
Prominently displayed on the seal are the words 
“PRO CORONA ET FOEDERE CHRISTI,” 
translated “For the Crown and the Covenant of 
Christ,” as well as a crown to signify His preeminence. 
The trustees desired to emphasize that Christ was the 
One for whom Cedarville College existed.
The board of the Baptist Bible Institute, after taking 
over the operation of Cedarville in 1953, retained the 
original seal of the college, acknowledging that the 
desire of Cedarville’s founders was theirs as well. They 
then surrounded the seal with the motto of the Baptist 
Bible Institute, “For the Word of God and the 
Testimony of Jesus Christ,” to visually remind those 
who observed the seal of the common commitment 
by both institutions to Jesus Christ.
The seal was updated in 2000 when Cedarville 
College became Cedarville University.
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